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In recent years there has been increasing interest in forecasting methods that utilise
large datasets, driven partly by the recognition that policymaking institutions need
to process large quantities of information. Factor analysis is one popular way of
doing this. Forecast combination is another, and it is on this that we concentrate.
Bayesian model averaging methods have been widely advocated in this area, but a
neglected frequentist approach is to use information theoretic based weights. We
consider the use of model averaging in forecasting UK in°ation with a large dataset
from this perspective. We ¯nd that an information theoretic model averaging scheme
can be a powerful alternative both to the more widely used Bayesian model averaging
scheme and to factor models.
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In recent years there has been increasing interest in forecasting methods that utilise large
datasets. There is an awareness that there is a huge quantity of information available
in the economic arena which might be useful for forecasting, but standard econometric
techniques are not well suited to extract this in a useful form. This is not an issue of
mere academic interest. Lars Svensson described what central bankers1 do in practice in
Svensson (2004). `Large amounts of data about the state of the economy and the rest of
the world ... are collected, processed, and analyzed before each major decision.' In an
e®ort to assist in this task, econometricians began assembling large macroeconomic data
sets and devising ways of forecasting with them: James Stock and Mark Watson (e.g.,
Stock and Watson (1999)) were in the vanguard of this campaign.
Broadly speaking, there are two methodologies that can be applied: factor modelling,
which summarises a proportion of the variation in all the data in a limited number of
factors which are then used to forecast; and forecast combination, where information in
many forecasting models, typically simple and incomplete, are combined in some manner.
In the ¯rst of these approaches a factor structure is imposed on the data and then tech-
niques such as principal components (see, e.g., Stock and Watson (2002)) or dynamic
principal components (see, e.g., Forni, Hallin, Lippi, and Reichlin (2000)) are used to ex-
tract the factors and subsequently carry out forecasting. An issue with such an approach
relates to the possibility of imposing a factor structure where none can be supported
in the data. There is little work on the formal statistical testing of whether a factor
structure is supported by the data. Nevertheless, this approach has been widely used in
macroeconomic forecasting in recent years.2
A related strand of work concerns the determination of a satisfactory regression model
to be used in forecasting. One of the leading approaches in this work is the widely used
`general-to-speci¯c' approach, developed and popularised in a number of papers by David
1We do not wish to suggest that this paper describes the way in which the Bank of England generates
its forecasts. The Bank does not use a single model to forecast in°ation or other variables; the underlying
philosophy and a description of some models in use in the recent past are set out in Bank of England
(1999, 2000, 2005). The Bank's use of models is discussed in Pagan (2003).
2See the survey in Stock and Watson (2006), where they suggest the method has often been successful.
2Hendry and his co-authors.3 Brie°y summarised, this approach involves starting from a
general dynamic statistical model which captures the characteristics of the data and via
sequential testing reducing the complexity of this model while retaining the congruence of
the resulting model.4 This method cannot deal, in its original form, with datasets where
the number of variables exceeds the number of observations, but recent work is likely to
relax this restriction.
These approaches aim to construct a model, either via model selection or via extremely
parsimonious representations, that can consider large datasets. This can be viewed as an
attempt to account for model uncertainty with respect to the variables entering the ¯nal
forecasting model.
But, as mentioned above, the alternative methodology is forecast combining. This grew
out of a di®erent tradition from the large data set programme, after the observation by
forecast practitioners that for whatever reasons, combining forecasts (initially by simple
averaging) produced a forecast superior to any element in the combined set. Why would
we want to have a variety of models generating di®erent forecasts, rather than the single
correct model? If it were possible to identify the correctly speci¯ed model and the data
generating process (DGP) is unchanging, then the frequentist answer would be that we
would not. But the weight of evidence dating back to Bates and Granger (1969) and
Newbold and Granger (1974) reveals that combinations of forecasts often outperform
individual forecasts.5 Models may be incomplete, in di®erent ways; they employ di®erent
information sets. Forecasts might be biased, and biases can o®set each other. Even
if forecasts are unbiased, there will be covariances between forecasts which should be
taken into account. Thus combining misspeci¯ed models may, and often will, improve the
forecast.
But, most relevantly for our purposes, note that despite this, combining forecasts will not
in general deliver the optimal forecast, while combining information will. Clements and
Hendry (1998) therefore argue that combining is opposed to their notion of a progressive
research strategy. Nevertheless, it may not be practicable to estimate the fully encompass-
3The literature now spans three decades. One summary of the state of the art as it was in 1999 is
Hendry (1999).
4This methodology has been implemented in the computer package PCGETS: see also Krolzig and
Hendry (2001).
5Recent surveys of forecast combination from a frequentist perspective are to be found in Newbold
and Harvey (2002) and Clements and Hendry (1998); see also Clements and Hendry (2002).
3ing model, not least because the set of variables is vast. Thus we have a justi¯cation for
combining forecasts. One could call this the frequentist misspeci¯cation case. It should
be clear that in this context forecast combining is viewed as mainly a stop-gap measure
that works in practice but would be surpassed by an appropriate model that addressed
the underlying misspeci¯cation. A further practical problem is that with standard com-
bining methods the forecast weights can only be reliably constructed for a relatively small
number of models. Nevertheless, given that the true DGP may involve a vast number of
variables, it is clear that forecast combination is a route into the combining of information:
and this is how it is interpreted in the literature relating to large data sets.
But there is an alternative way of looking at this problem, most clearly seen from a
Bayesian perspective. Here it is assumed that there is a distribution of models, thus
delineating the concept of model uncertainty more rigorously. The basic problem, that
a chosen model is not necessarily the correct one, can then be addressed in a variety of
ways, one of which is Bayesian model averaging. From this point of view, a chosen model
is simply the one with the best posterior odds; but posterior odds can be formed for
all models under consideration, thereby suggesting a straightforward way of constructing
model weights for forecast combinations. This has been used in many recent applications;
for example, forecasting US in°ation in Wright (2003a).
There is also a frequentist information theoretic approach in an analogous vein. In this
context, information theory suggest ways of constructing model con¯dence sets. Given we
have a set of models, we can de¯ne relative model likelihood. Model weights within this
framework have been suggested by Akaike in a series of papers (see Akaike (1978, 1979,
1981, 1983)) and expounded further by Burnham and Anderson (1998). In practical terms
such weights are easy to construct using standard information criteria such as Akaike's
information criterion. Our purpose, then, is to consider this way of model averaging as
an alternative to Bayesian model averaging.
In this paper we address this in two ways. We ¯rst assess the performance of infor-
mation theoretic model averaging and other model averaging techniques by means of a
Monte-Carlo study. We then examine how various schemes can perform in forecasting
UK in°ation. For this, we use a UK data set which emulates the data constructed by
Stock and Watson (2002).6 We ¯nd that model averaging techniques can be bene¯cial
6In total, this data set has 131 series, comprising 20 output series, 27 labour market series, 9 retail and
trade series, 6 consumption series, 6 series on housing starts, 10 series on inventories and sales, 8 series on
4with the information theoretic weights performing very well. Our ¯ndings partly support
the ¯ndings of Wright (2003a) who concludes that Bayesian model averaging can provide
superior forecasts for US in°ation, but we ¯nd that the frequentist approach also works
well, and dominates in a large subset of the cases we examine for UK data.
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses the various model averaging schemes
we consider; Section 3 provides some Monte Carlo results; Section 4 carries out the fore-
casting exercise on UK CPI in°ation; and ¯nally, Section 5 concludes.
2 Forecasting using Model Averaging
2.1 Bayesian Model Averaging
The idea behind forecasting using model averaging re°ects the need to account for model
uncertainty in carrying out statistical analysis. From a Bayesian perspective, model un-
certainty is straightforward to handle using posterior model probabilities. The use of
posterior model probabilities for forecasting has been suggested, discussed and applied
by, among others, Min and Zellner (1993), Koop and Potter (2003), Draper (1995) and
Wright (2003a,b). Brie°y, under Bayesian model averaging a researcher starts with a set
of models which have been singled out as useful representations of the data. We denote
this set as M = fMigN
i=1 where Mi is the i-th of the N models considered. The focus
of interest is some quantity of interest for the analysis, denoted by ¢. This could be a
parameter, or a forecast, such as in°ation h quarters ahead. The output of a Bayesian
analysis is a probability distribution for ¢ given the set of models and the observed data
at time t. Let us denote the relevant information set at time t by Dt. We denote the





where pr(¢jMi;Dt) denotes the conditional probability distribution of ¢ given a model
Mi and the data Dt and pr(MijDt) denotes the conditional probability of the model
Mi being the true model given the data. It is clear that implementation requires two
orders, 7 stock prices, 5 exchange rate series, 7 interest rate series, and 6 monetary aggregates, 19 price
indices, and an economic sentiment index. We restrict attention to the set of 58 variables, described in
the appendix, where there are at least 90 observations.
5quantities to be obtained at each point in time. First, pr(¢jMi;Dt) which is easily
obtained from standard model speci¯c analysis. Second, the weights, pr(MijDt). It is
easy to see that the weights are formed as part of a stochastic process where pr(MijDt)
is obtained from pr(MijDt¡1) via a number of intermediate steps. This implies the need
of a prior distribution pr(MijD0) = pr(Mi) and for pr(µijMi;Dt¡1) to be speci¯ed.










where pr(DtjMi;Dt¡1) denotes the conditional probability distribution of the data given
the model Mi and the previous period's data, pr(MijDt¡1) denotes the conditional prob-




(3) is the likelihood of model Mi and µi are the parameters of model Mi. Given this, the





In theory (see e.g. Madigan and Raftery (1994)) when ¢ is a forecast, this sort of
averaging provides better average predictive ability than single model forecasts.
2.2 Information Theoretic Model Averaging
Model averaging is not con¯ned to the Bayesian approach. In the context of forecasting
the idea of model averaging (i.e., forecast combination) has a long tradition starting with
Bates and Granger (1969). The main suggestion of this line of work is to use forecasts
obtained during some forecast evaluation period to determine optimal weights from which
a forecast can be constructed along the lines of (4). These weights are usually constructed
using some regression method and the available forecasts. A problem with this class of
methods arises if N is large. For example, setting N to 93 as in Wright (2003a) would
require an infeasibly large forecast evaluation period.
An alternative which has received little attention in the literature, can be based on the
analogue of pr(MijDt) for frequentist statistics. Such a weight scheme has been implied
6in a series of papers by Akaike and others (see, e.g., Akaike (1978, 1981, 1983, 1979) and
Bozdogan (1987)) and expounded further by Burnham and Anderson (1998). Akaike's
suggestion derives from the Akaike information criterion (AIC). AIC is an asymptotically
unbiased measure of minus twice the log likelihood of a given model. It contains a term
in the number of parameters in the model, which may be viewed as a penalty for over-
parameterization. Akaike's original frequentist interpretation7 relates to the classic mean-
variance trade-o®. In ¯nite samples, when we add parameters there is a bene¯t (lower
bias), but also a cost (increased variance); the latter is a loss of information. More
technically, from an information theoretic point of view, AIC is an unbiased estimator of










Here f(x) is the unknown true model generating the data, g(xj:) is the entertained model
and ^ µ is the estimate of the parameter vector for g(xj:). The KL distance is an in°uential
concept in the model selection literature and forms the basis of the development of AIC:
Within a given set of models, the di®erence of the AIC for two di®erent models can be
given a precise meaning. It is an estimate of the di®erence between the KL distance
for the two models. Further, exp(¡1=2ªi) is the relative likelihood of model i where
ªi = AICi ¡ minj AICj and AICi denotes the AIC of the i-th model in M. Thus,
exp(¡1=2ªi) can be thought of as the odds for the i model to be the best KL distance
model in M. In other words this quantity can be viewed as the weight of evidence for
model i to be the KL best model given that there is some model in M that is KL best as
a representation of the available data. Note that there is no assumption made here about
the true model belonging to M. We are only considering the ranking of models in terms
of KL distance. This may be viewed as as a crucial di®erence from a Bayesian analysis,
in which it is assumed that a model in M or a weighted average of the models in M is
the true model.








i wi = 1. We refer to these as AIC weights.
7Akaike (1979) o®ers a Bayesian interpretation.
7We note wi are not the relative frequencies with which given models would be picked up
according to AIC as the best model given M. Since the likelihood provides a superior
measure of data based weight of evidence about parameter values compared to such rela-
tive frequencies (see, e.g., Royall (1997)), it is reasonable to suggest that this superiority
extends to evidence about a best model given M. The wi can be thought of as model
probabilities under noninformative priors giving a parallel to Bayesian analysis. How-
ever, this analogy should not be taken literally as these model weights are ¯rmly based
on frequentist ideas and do not make explicit reference to prior probability distrbutions
about either parameters or models. Also, the Akaike criterion is only one criterion which
can form the basis of such weights. We also consider weights based on the Schwartz
information criterion, which has a similar rationale. We refer to these as SIC weights.
3 A Monte Carlo study
We now undertake a small Monte Carlo study to explore the properties of various model
averaging techniques in the context of forecasting. As we discussed above, model averaging
aims to address the problem of model uncertainty in small samples. There are two broad
cases to consider. The ¯rst is when the model that generates the data belong to the
class under consideration. In this case it addresses the issue that the chosen model is
not necessarily the true model, and by assigning probabilities to various models provides
a forecast that is, to some extent, robust to model uncertainty. The second, perhaps
more relevant case, is where the true model does not belong to the class of models being
considered. Here there is no possibility that the chosen model will capture all the features
of the true model. As a result, the motivation for model averaging becomes stronger,
since forecasts from di®erent models can inform the overall forecast in di®erent ways. We
examine this latter case.
In the experimental design, we adapt the setup proposed in Fernandez, Ley, and Steel
(2001) and used more recently in Eklund and Karlsson (2004), which therefore o®ers a
standard problem to examine. Let X = (x1;:::;xN) be a T £ N matrix of regressors,
where xi = (xi;1;:::;xi;T)0. The series in the ¯rst 2N=3 columns are given by
xi;t = ®ixi;t¡1 + ²i;t;i = 1;:::;N; t = 1;:::;T (6)
8where ²t is i.i.d. N(0;1). The last N=3 series are constructed as
(x2N=3+1;:::;xN) = (x1;:::;xN=3)(0:3;:::;0:3 + (N=3 ¡ 1)0:2)
0(1;:::;1) + E (7)
where E is a T £ N=3 matrix of standard normal variates. This setup allows for some
cross sectional correlation in the predictor variables. The true model is given by
yt = 2x1;t ¡ x5;t + 1:5x7;t + x11;t + 0:5x13;t + 2:5"t (8)
where "t is i.i.d. N(0;1). The numbering of the variables is prompted partly by the size
of the data set and features of the models investigated in the source references, but this
is not a critical feature of the design. The important point is that none of the models
considered are the true DGP.
The design in Eklund and Karlsson (2004) sets N = 15 and ® = 0. We generalise
the setup in two directions. First, we set N = 60. By increasing N we provide a
closer approximation to real world situations where large datasets are considered when
forecasting models are built. Second, we let ®i » U(0:5;1). The ®i introduce persistence,
which we allow to be random.
We evaluate eight forecasts in total.
The benchmark is the forecast produced by a simple AR(1) model for yt (AR). For the
remaining forecasts, we use variants of the model
yt+h = a
0xt + byt + "t (9)
for the h-step ahead forecast, where xt is a K-dimensional regressor set, and K takes the
values of 1 or 2. The second single forecast is chosen in sample by the Akaike information
criterion and can vary with h (AIC). As K is no greater than 2, this can never select the
true model.
The remaining forecasts are di®erent averages of the complete set of models of form (9).
The ¯rst three of these are produced by Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA), di®ering
by the shrinkage parameter described below. The Bayesian weights are set following
Wright (2003a). In particular, we set the model prior probabilities P(Mi) to the unin-
formative priors 1=N. The prior for the regression coe±cients is chosen to be given by
N (0;Á¾2(X0X)¡1), conditional on ¾2, where X is the T £ p regressor matrix for a given
model and p is the numbers of regressors. The improper prior for ¾2 is proportional
9to 1=¾2. The speci¯cation for the prior of the regression coe±cients implies a degree
of shrinkage towards zero (which implies no predictability). The degree of shrinkage is
controlled by Á. The rationale is that some degree of shrinkage steers away from models
that may ¯t well in sample (by chance or because of over¯tting) but have little forecasting
power. There is empirical evidence that such shrinkage is bene¯cial for out-of-sample fore-
casting, but no a priori guidance for what values should be selected. Following Wright
(2003a) we consider conventional choices of Á = 20;2;0:5. Given the above, routine













and Y is the T £ 1 regressand vector.
We next consider Information Theoretic Model Averaging (ITMA), where the weights are
given by (5), and the individual models are again given by (9). We consider two versions,
one based on AIC weights (AITMA) and the other on SIC weights (SITMA).
Finally, we examine equal-weight model averaging (AV) where the weights are given by
1=N. This last scheme is motivated by the work of Stock and Watson (2004) (see also
Stock and Watson (2003)), and is a commonly used scheme often thought to work well in
practice.
We set T = 50;100. The forecast evaluation period for each sample is the last 30 obser-
vations. Finally, we examine the forecast horizons h = 1;:::;8. For all model averaging
techniques and AIC we consider two di®erent classes of models over which the weighting
scheme is applied. The ¯rst class is simply the class of all models with one predictor
variables (K = 1). The second class is the class of all models with two predictor variables
(K = 2). It is clear that neither of these two classes of models contains the true model.
We do not allow for higher K for two reasons. First, most forecasting models used in prac-
tice, and found to have good performance, are parsimonious. Second, we assign weights
to all members of the model class. With our setup and K = 2 we have 1770 models to
consider. For (say) K = 3 the number of models rises to 34220 and is therefore becomes
computationally intensive.8
8Note that there exist methods to search the model space e±ciently that bypass this problem. One is
10The main measures of forecast performance that we use are based on RMSE. Results for
RMSE itself are given in Table 1. The best forecast method in a particular row (that
is, for given K, T and horizon) are indicated in bold. Variations in performance are
reasonably large. It is immediately evident that for this model design the simple AR(1)
does not perform well, being dominated at all values of K, horizon and sample sizes
by the combined forecasts. Similarly, using AIC to pick the best model is an inferior
method. Using simple averaging (AV) does better than either single forecast, while the
Bayesian (BMA) method works better still, dominating in many cases, especially for low
horizons. It is best for a large shrinkage parameter, giving the data more weight. But the
information-criteria based methods also do well, especially at longer horizons, where they
dominate BMA.9 This is a robust result across samples and choice of K. In the remainder
of the paper we see if this conclusion carries over to the real data.
4 Forecasting In°ation
Our main interest is practical, and in particular the practice of in°ation forecasting using
the model averaging schemes examined in the Monte Carlo study. The models we consider
are a standard speci¯cation, as discussed in Stock and Watson (2004). We modify our
Monte Carlo design by using a k lags autoregressive process augmented with a single pre-
dictor variable (ARX(k)). The number of lags is either set to 1 or 2 or chosen optimally
for each model, each sample and each forecast horizon using the Akaike information cri-
terion. Di®erent models are speci¯ed for each forecasting horizon. Model i for forecasting
horizon h is given by






°xit¡j+1 + ²t (10)
where ¼t is UK year-on-year CPI in°ation, xit is the i-th predictor variable at time t and
²t is the error term, with variance ¾2. We consider 58 predictor variables, where the data
span 1980Q2-2004Q1.10
that discussed by Fernandez, Ley, and Steel (2001) and based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithms.
Another is by Kapetanios (????) which uses genetic and simulated annealing algorithms to search for
good models in terms of information criteria. We do not explore these methods in this paper.
9The two methods (AITMA and SITMA) are based on penalty factors that are numerically similar in
this experiment, so the results are correspondingly close.
10The O±ce of National Statistics (ONS) codes for these variables and a brief description including
the source are given in the appendix.
11Where we average models, we consider Bayesian, information theoretic and equal-weight
model averaging. The information theoretic weights are given by (5). We include the AR
forecast, making a total of 59 forecasts to combine. As in the Monte Carlo exercise, both
AIC and SIC are considered. The Bayesian weights are given by the scheme discussed
in the Monte Carlo section. We also consider two factor model forecasts. As discussed
in the introduction, these are widely used alternatives to forecast combination in large
data sets.In this case we specify models of the form given by (10) where the exogenous
variables are replaced by either the ¯rst or the ¯rst ¯ve principal components of the
dataset as estimated in the full sample.
4.1 Forecast performance
We evaluate the forecasts over two post-sample periods: 1990Q2-1997Q1 (pre-MPC)11
and 1997Q2-2004Q1 (MPC). We consider h = 1;:::;12 and j = 1;:::;4. The number of
lags in the pair (k1;k2) are set either to (1;1), (2;2) or (1;k) where k is chosen optimally
for each model, each sample and each forecast horizon using the Akaike information
criterion. We report three performance indicators of the forecast of the mean: (i) relative
RMSE, compared to the benchmark AR model; (ii) the percentage of models of the
form (10) which perform worse that a given model averaging scheme in terms of relative
RMSE; and (iii) the proportion of periods in which the model averaging scheme has
a smaller absolute forecast error than the AR model. In the relative RMSE tables we
report a Diebold-Mariano test12 of whether the forecast is signi¯cantly di®erent from the
benchmark AR model at the 10% level, indicated with an asterisc. In addition, we report
the identity of the variables whose individual models (10) get the ten largest weights,
averaged across the periods in the forecast evaluation period and the horizons.
These results are reported in Tables 2-31. We ¯rst consider the (chronologically later but
more pertinent) MPC forecast evaluation period (Tables 2-16). The key tables are 2, 7 and
12, which give RMSE, and these are the ones we focus on in this section.13 It is striking
that the factor models do not work well, contrary to the commonly received wisdom.14 For
11We use MPC as a shorthand to indicate the period where monetary policy is set by the Bank of
England's Monetary Policy Comittee (MPC) in the context of an explicit in°ation targetting monetary
regime. This follows the granting of monetary policy independence to the Bank of England on May 1997.
12Diebold and Mariano (1995).
13The tables giving the proportion of models beating ARX models on RMSE and periods beating AR
models on absolute error give equivalent rankings.
14For example, see Stock and Watson (1999).
12many horizons and speci¯cations they underperform relative to the benchmark (RMSE >
1) Moreover, in many cases the forecasts are signi¯cantly worse for the ARX(1), ARX(2)
and ARX(k) models than the benchmark. In this sample, the ¯ve-factor model tends to
do a little better than the single factor model, but is still outperformed by most other
schemes at most horizons. The Akaike information theory based AITMA does not work
well for the ARX(1) and ARX(2) models at short forecasting horizons. However, it
works better than all methods across all AR speci¯cations by a signi¯cant margin for
longer horizons, and at almost all horizons for ARX(k) models. Moreover, for the longer
horizons not only does it perform well but is also signi¯cantly better than the benchmark.
The performance of the Schwartz based scheme SITMA is practically identical to the
AITMA, with AITMA having a slight edge in the ARX(k) case. The Bayesian BMA
scheme works best for high Á (giving the data a high weight) but is inferior to AITMA
overall. It follows that high Á dominates the simple averaging scheme AV, which amounts
to setting Á = 0.15 Disregarding the short-horizon ARX(1) case, AITMA (or SITMA)
dominates both the BMA and other methods in almost all cases.
Over the pre-MPC period, then, there is strong support for using Akaike weights for
forecast combinations. The superiority of the information criteria emerges most clearly
in the ARX(k) cases. In only one case (horizon 5) is the best model not based on an
information criterion. Despite this RMSE dominance, only half the AITMA forecasts
are signi¯cantly di®erent from the benchmark; this indicates that the information based
forecasts are more volatile than those based on Bayesian averaging, especially with a low
value for the shrinkage factor.16
Tables 6, 11 and 16 list the top-ten ranked models for the Bayesian and information
theoretic schemes. Generally, the information theoretic schemes put more weight on a
smaller number of variables. The AITMA and SITMA rankings are not identical but are
extremely close. For the one-lag models 85% of the information theoretic weights is on
S21 (weekly hours in manufacturing), which is also given the highest weight in the BMA
schemes, but at a lower level: 11% in the Á = 20 case. S23 (manufacturing trade balance)
comes in a distant second at 4%. This is the case where AITMA does relatively badly at
15This suggests that structural breaks, thought to favour simple averaging over other methods, are not
the main source of forecast error in this set.
16However, forecast predictive tests have notoriously low power. As Ashley (1998) concludes, `a model
which cannot provide at least a 30% MSE improvement over that of a competing model is not likely to
appear signi¯cantly better than its competitor over post sample periods of reasonable size.'
13short horizons. For two lags (Table 9), the AR (with no additional explanatory variable)
is given the highest weight in the BMA cases. For AITMA, S21 is still ranked highest, but
with a lower weight (55%), while S11 (inverse unemployment rate) comes in at 15%, S24
(consumers' total expenditure) at 8%, followed by S45 (the one-year interest rate spread)
at 7% and S28 (services consumption) at 5%. One should not read too much into what
series have been chosen as this is an atheoretic method, the series are transformed to
stationarity and all the models enter with a positive weight, but the fact that two labour
market quantities and consumption are in the top three does not ring alarm bells. S21
tops the ranking in the Akaike selected lag length case as well (Table 16): S23 returns
with a 4% weight in the fourth rank.
The broad conclusions remain the same in the pre-MPC forecast evaluation period (Tables
17-31: the key tables being 17, 22 and 27). Indeed, the AITMA emerges stronger in this
period. In almost all horizons AITMA dominates all other models, including the best
BMA model (once again, Á = 20). On the basis of these results one would unambiguously
choose AITMA as the most robust method. Although their failure is less marked than
in the post-MPC period, factor forecasts once again do not justify their reputation in
this dataset. They are hardly better than AR forecasts at any horizon and forecast
evaluation period, and in some cases they are worse. The information criteria methods
emerge most strongly in the ARX(2) and ARX(k) comparisons. In this case, it is the
ARX(2) comparison which gives the strongest relative performance, although once again
the results are not all signi¯cantly better than the benchmark.
Tables 21, 26 and 31 again list the top-ten ranked models for the Bayesian and information
theoretic schemes. In this period, while the AITMA continues to place more weight on
fewer variables, the weights are less concentrated. For the ARX(1) case, S23 enters
¯rst with a weight of 17%, followed by a succession of labour market quantity variables.
Roughly the same set of variables is juggled in the other cases.
4.2 Forecast density evaluation
Recent work in the forecasting literature has moved away from focusing on point forecasts
and towards forecasting the whole probability distribution of the variable(s) of interest.
Interest in this aspect of forecasting has partly arisen out of the introduction of an in°a-
tion targeting monetary regime managed by central banks such as the Bank of England.
14Risks to the forecast evolution of in°ation translate into an interest on the whole forecast
distribution. The Bank of England with its quarterly publication of the fanchart since
the mid-nineties has been at the forefront of this development. The Bank of England
pioneered the use of `fan charts' in its In°ation Reports precisely because it is misleading
to ignore the variance and possibly other moments of the forecast distribution. Never-
theless little work has been carried out on the possibility of constructing forecast density
combinations. To partly amend for this we address the issue of density combining in this
subsection.
In this context is important to compare the forecast probability distribution with the
actual data distribution. There is considerable work on how such comparisons can be
carried out. We brie°y outline the main ideas. Assume there exists a true conditional
distribution for in°ation using information available at time t¡s, s > 0. Let us denote this
by Ftjs(¼) = Prob(¼t < ¼jIt¡s), where It¡s is the information set available at time t ¡ s.
Its estimate is denoted by ^ Ftjs(¼). We assume that this distribution is di®erentiable and
denote its derivative (i.e., the conditional probability density function) by ftjs(¼). Note
that ftjs(¼) is allowed to vary with t as well as s. So in°ation is assumed to be generated
by ftjs(¼). We denote the estimate of ftjs(¼) by ^ ftjs(¼). We wish to test the hypothesis
that ^ ftjs(¼) = ftjs(¼) for all t;s;¼: i.e., that the estimate of the true distribution does not
di®er signi¯cantly from the truth.
This may at ¯rst seem a di±cult task. However, we note that for any in°ation realisation
pit, Ftjs(¼t) is a uniform U(0;1) random variable. Ftjs(¼t) is referred to as the probability
integral transform. Diebold, Gunther, and Tay (1998) prove that for a series of realisations
f¼1;:::;¼Tg, fFtjs(¼t)gT
1, s > 0 is a set of i.i.d. U(0;1) realisations. Further, if the null
hypothesis is true, then f ^ Ftjs(¼t)gT
1, s > 0, is also a set of U(0;1) realisations, which
we denote zT. Standard tests may then be used to test this hypothesis. This result is
valid even if the true distribution of in°ation ftjs(¼) varies with t.17 A standard test in the
literature for comparing two distributions is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test. It simply
looks at the maximum di®erence between the assumed and empirical distributions. This
is used as a summary statistic of how similar the two are to each other, and determines
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since the uniform cumulative density function, FU(:), is the identity function. Large
values for the test indicate a signi¯cant di®erence between the assumed and empirical
distributions, and therefore rejection of the null hypothesis that they are the same. It can
be shown that the signi¯cance level is given by
Q
³hp






where Q(¸) = 2
P1
j=1(¡1)j¡1e¡2j2¸2. Following the work of Diebold, Gunther, and Tay
(1998) there has been a considerable amount of work in the area, e±ciently summarised
by Corradi and Swanson (2006).
Our innovation is to construct forecast densities via model averaging. To do this we need
the component empirical distributions. We obtain these using stochastic simulations on
(10). These use the estimated parameters for (10), resampling the residuals of (10) over
the estimation period. B = 1000 stochastic simulations are carried out for each model,
each point in the evaluation period and each horizon. Then the 10=B% quantile of the





where wi are the model weights and q10=B;i are the relevant quantiles for the i-th model.
Tables 3, 8 and 13 present KS tests for the MPC period that the forecast and actual
distributions are equal. We note that this may be a hard test to pass, not least because
it is highly probable that all the component models are misspeci¯ed. Also, speaking
somewhat informally, the criteria used to combine the models are all loosely designed to
mimimise mean-square error, not match higher moments.
The results are striking. Almost all the models fail the test at very high levels of signi¯-
cance. We cannot reject equality of the ¯ve factor model at h = 1 for ARX(1), at h = 1;2
for ARX(2), or at h = 1;23;4 and 7 for ARX(k). But in no cases can we not reject at 5%
for the forecasts not based on AITMA or SITMA. By contrast, for AITMA and SITMA
in the ARX(k) case (Table 13), we cannot reject at 5% for horizons up to and including
7. Moreover, for longer horizons the rejection signi¯cance is lower than in all other cases.
Similar results hold for the ARX(1) case, and while there are more rejections for ARX(2)
the test performance greatly exceeds that of the other schemes.
16For the pre-MPC period (Tables 18, 23 and 28), the information criteria again strongly
dominate. Although there are less rejections than for the MPC period and the factor
models perform relatively well, in most cases the forecasts not based on AITMA or SITMA
reject at 5%, while 8 out of 12 of the AITMA cases do not reject at 5% and a further 3 at
1% for the ARX(k) results, and there are even less rejections for the ARX(1) and ARX(2)
cases. By contrast, in all cases for the other schemes rejections outnumber non-rejections.
5 Conclusion
In recent years there has been rapid growth of interest in forecasting methods that utilise
large datasets, driven partly by the recognition that policymaking institutions process
large quantities of information, which might be helpful in the construction of forecasts.
Standard econometric methods are not well suited to this task.
An increasingly larger set of techniques are available to deal with large datasets, including
factor models and model averaging. This paper focuses on model averaging. We consider
two averaging schemes. The ¯rst is Bayesian model averaging. This averaging scheme has
been used in a variety of forecasting applications in economics with encouraging results.
The second is an information theoretic scheme that is motivated from the concept of
relative model likelihood developed by Akaike. Although this model averaging scheme
has not received much attention in economics, our results based on a Monte Carlo study
and a forecasting application to UK CPI in°ation indicate that it has the potential to
provide a useful forecasting technique. As there is a clear correspondence with Bayesian
averaging, inasmuch as both are based on model performance, it would be odd if the
alternative scheme were not also useful. But our work shows that it may outperform
Bayesian weights in some cases.
It is important to realise that it is highly unlikely that a single technique would be more
useful that all others in all settings. Nevertheless, our work indicates that information
theoretic model averaging provides a useful addition to the forecasting toolbox of macro-
economists. Indeed, in this paper we ¯nd that the information theoretic method is the
most robust of those we examine.
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20Table 1: Monte Carlo Study: RMSE of various Model Averaging schemes
K T Horizon AR AIC BMA BMA BMA AITMA SITMA AV
(Á = 20) (Á = 2) (Á = 0:5)
1 4.379 4.672 4.354 4.326 4.335 4.371 4.370 4.344
2 4.849 5.020 4.701 4.717 4.740 4.767 4.767 4.753
3 5.171 5.291 4.956 4.989 5.013 4.992 4.992 5.027
1 50 4 5.387 5.376 5.146 5.181 5.205 5.117 5.117 5.219
5 5.477 5.337 5.195 5.230 5.252 5.079 5.079 5.266
6 5.544 5.329 5.249 5.281 5.302 5.130 5.130 5.315
7 5.542 5.391 5.245 5.266 5.282 5.119 5.119 5.293
8 5.555 5.426 5.257 5.273 5.287 5.136 5.136 5.296
1 4.346 4.338 4.266 4.286 4.319 4.267 4.267 4.331
2 4.825 4.832 4.713 4.751 4.780 4.722 4.722 4.793
3 5.054 5.028 4.934 4.970 4.991 4.920 4.920 5.003
1 100 4 5.197 5.229 5.088 5.112 5.129 5.109 5.109 5.139
5 5.291 5.364 5.179 5.197 5.211 5.224 5.224 5.220
6 5.373 5.358 5.242 5.263 5.278 5.241 5.241 5.288
7 5.468 5.393 5.323 5.344 5.360 5.286 5.286 5.370
8 5.535 5.516 5.381 5.400 5.415 5.361 5.361 5.425
1 4.349 4.935 4.360 4.300 4.304 4.393 4.393 4.312
2 4.808 5.287 4.630 4.649 4.673 4.758 4.758 4.687
3 5.039 5.394 4.739 4.786 4.818 4.841 4.841 4.839
2 50 4 5.166 5.471 4.813 4.853 4.881 4.909 4.909 4.900
5 5.271 5.430 4.841 4.882 4.911 4.874 4.874 4.931
6 5.368 5.487 4.901 4.937 4.962 4.855 4.855 4.979
7 5.411 5.483 4.910 4.943 4.967 4.876 4.876 4.983
8 5.463 5.541 4.947 4.979 5.003 4.896 4.896 5.019
1 4.363 4.466 4.270 4.281 4.322 4.278 4.277 4.339
2 4.841 4.946 4.706 4.740 4.769 4.737 4.737 4.784
3 5.140 5.336 4.986 5.016 5.039 5.055 5.055 5.053
2 100 4 5.343 5.434 5.164 5.196 5.220 5.210 5.210 5.235
5 5.442 5.457 5.235 5.271 5.297 5.249 5.249 5.313
6 5.568 5.521 5.329 5.364 5.390 5.291 5.291 5.407
7 5.662 5.608 5.418 5.454 5.479 5.358 5.358 5.496
8 5.719 5.557 5.452 5.485 5.510 5.298 5.298 5.527
bold indicates best forecast in row
21Table 2: Relative RMSE of Out-of-Sample CPI Forecasts using ARX(1) Models (Period:
1997Q2-2004Q1)
Horizon BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA AV 1 Factor 5 Factors
1 1.022 1:016¤ 1:016¤ 1.118 1.116 1:016¤ 1:048¤ 1:156¤
2 0.982 0.991 0.991 1.257 1.257 0.992 1:164¤ 1.036
3 0:910¤ 0:975¤ 0.981 1.121 1.121 0.983 1:161¤ 1.027
4 0:860¤ 0:957¤ 0:969¤ 0.991 0.991 0:973¤ 1:181¤ 0.979
5 0:846¤ 0:947¤ 0:960¤ 0.984 0.984 0:964¤ 1:234¤ 0.968
6 0:844¤ 0:944¤ 0:959¤ 0.874 0.874 0:963¤ 1:268¤ 1.016
7 0:852¤ 0:940¤ 0:954¤ 0.793 0.793 0:958¤ 1:289¤ 0.988
8 0:870¤ 0:936¤ 0:947¤ 0.725 0.725 0:951¤ 1:252¤ 0.938
9 0:894¤ 0:939¤ 0:947¤ 0:689¤ 0:689¤ 0:950¤ 1:227¤ 0.921
10 0:911¤ 0:940¤ 0:946¤ 0:675¤ 0:675¤ 0.948 1:184¤ 0:869¤
11 0:919¤ 0:939¤ 0:944¤ 0:665¤ 0:665¤ 0:946¤ 1:169¤ 0.870
12 0:925¤ 0:940¤ 0:944¤ 0:662¤ 0:662¤ 0:946¤ 1:150¤ 0.855
* 10% rejection of Diebold-Mariano test that the forecast di®ers from the benchmark
bold indicates best forecast in row
Table 3: Probability values of forecast density KS tests for Out-of-Sample CPI Forecasts
using ARX(1) Models (Period: 1997Q2-2004Q1)
Horizon AR BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA AV 1 Factor 5 Factors
1 0.024 0.030 0.016 0.015 0.339 0.354 0.019 0.016 0.316
2 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.997 0.996 0.000 0.000 0.017
3 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.509 0.731 0.000 0.000 0.040
4 0.000 0.007 0.000 0.000 0.484 0.493 0.000 0.000 0.053
5 0.000 0.007 0.000 0.000 0.675 0.775 0.000 0.000 0.014
6 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.475 0.549 0.000 0.000 0.013
7 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.068 0.194 0.000 0.000 0.020
8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.023 0.036 0.000 0.000 0.004
9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.010 0.021 0.000 0.000 0.002
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.020 0.017 0.000 0.000 0.002
11 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.007 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000
12 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.013 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.002
22Table 4: Proportion of individual models with higher relative RMSE for Out-of-Sample
CPI Forecasts using ARX(1) Models (Period: 1997Q2-2004Q1)
Horizon BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA AV 1 Factor 5 Factors
1 0.397 0.483 0.500 0.172 0.172 0.500 0.328 0.138
2 0.759 0.759 0.759 0.103 0.103 0.759 0.155 0.310
3 0.931 0.776 0.776 0.172 0.172 0.776 0.138 0.345
4 0.931 0.810 0.793 0.759 0.759 0.793 0.121 0.793
5 0.931 0.793 0.776 0.741 0.741 0.776 0.103 0.776
6 0.931 0.828 0.759 0.897 0.897 0.759 0.103 0.397
7 0.879 0.793 0.759 0.914 0.914 0.759 0.052 0.741
8 0.862 0.776 0.776 0.914 0.914 0.776 0.034 0.776
9 0.862 0.793 0.776 0.983 0.983 0.776 0.017 0.828
10 0.845 0.793 0.776 0.983 0.983 0.759 0.017 0.897
11 0.793 0.793 0.776 0.983 0.983 0.776 0.017 0.879
12 0.793 0.793 0.776 0.983 0.983 0.776 0.017 0.862
Table 5: Proportion of Periods in which model has smaller absolute forecast error than AR
model for Out-of-Sample CPI Forecasts using ARX(1) Models (Period: 1997Q2-2004Q1)
Horizon BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA AV 1 Factor 5 Factors
1 0.344 0.406 0.406 0.469 0.469 0.406 0.313 0.406
2 0.500 0.563 0.563 0.438 0.438 0.531 0.313 0.594
3 0.719 0.656 0.625 0.531 0.531 0.625 0.250 0.563
4 0.719 0.656 0.656 0.688 0.688 0.656 0.219 0.500
5 0.813 0.781 0.781 0.656 0.656 0.781 0.219 0.531
6 0.875 0.781 0.813 0.688 0.688 0.813 0.250 0.469
7 0.844 0.781 0.781 0.750 0.750 0.781 0.250 0.563
8 0.813 0.781 0.781 0.844 0.844 0.781 0.250 0.594
9 0.813 0.813 0.813 0.906 0.906 0.813 0.250 0.594
10 0.906 0.844 0.844 0.906 0.906 0.844 0.219 0.656
11 0.938 0.875 0.875 0.906 0.906 0.875 0.219 0.719
12 0.938 0.906 0.906 0.938 0.938 0.906 0.250 0.813
Table 6: Individual Variables with Top 10 Average Weights in BMA and AITMA Model
Averaging using ARX(1) Models (Period: 1997Q2-2004Q1)
BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA
Variable Weight Variable Weight Variable Weight Variable Weight Weight Variable
S21 0.111 S21 0.027 AR 0.020 S21 0.846 S21 0.846
S45 0.048 AR 0.027 S21 0.019 S23 0.039 S23 0.039
AR 0.047 S45 0.022 S45 0.018 S45 0.031 S45 0.030
S44 0.037 S44 0.021 S44 0.018 S11 0.028 S11 0.027
S23 0.034 S9 0.021 S9 0.018 S44 0.016 S44 0.016
S9 0.030 S10 0.020 S10 0.018 S10 0.007 S10 0.007
S10 0.029 S23 0.020 S23 0.018 S22 0.006 S22 0.006
S22 0.022 S18 0.019 S18 0.018 S15 0.004 S15 0.004
S18 0.022 S46 0.019 S46 0.017 S12 0.003 S12 0.003
S11 0.021 S19 0.018 S19 0.017 S13 0.002 S13 0.002
23Table 7: Relative RMSE of Out-of-Sample CPI Forecasts using ARX(2) Models (Period:
1997Q2-2004Q1)
Horizon BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA AV 1 Factor 5 Factors
1 0.989 0.992 0.992 0.990 0.988 0.992 1.095 1.065
2 0:937¤ 0:964¤ 0:967¤ 0.971 0.971 0:967¤ 1:104¤ 0.961
3 0:875¤ 0:943¤ 0:951¤ 0.832 0.832 0:954¤ 1:147¤ 0:824¤
4 0:870¤ 0:934¤ 0:944¤ 1.020 1.020 0:948¤ 1:219¤ 0.880
5 0:868¤ 0:925¤ 0:936¤ 1.081 1.081 0:940¤ 1:253¤ 0.922
6 0:864¤ 0:918¤ 0:930¤ 1.029 1.029 0:934¤ 1:289¤ 0.945
7 0:860¤ 0:911¤ 0:923¤ 0.953 0.953 0:928¤ 1:272¤ 0.912
8 0:867¤ 0:907¤ 0:918¤ 0.824 0.824 0:922¤ 1:254¤ 0.884
9 0.885 0.912 0.921 0.737 0.737 0.924 1:222¤ 0:860¤
10 0.896 0.914 0.921 0:706¤ 0:706¤ 0.925 1:208¤ 0:869¤
11 0.900 0.915 0.922 0:708¤ 0:708¤ 0.925 1:191¤ 0:866¤
12 0.907 0.918 0.924 0:673¤ 0:673¤ 0.927 1.157 0.845
* 10% rejection of Diebold-Mariano test that the forecast di®ers from the benchmark
bold indicates best forecast in row
Table 8: Probability values of forecast density KS tests for Out-of-Sample CPI Forecasts
using ARX(2) Models (Period: 1997Q2-2004Q1)
Horizon AR BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA AV 1 Factor 5 Factors
1 0.093 0.109 0.106 0.119 0.112 0.103 0.109 0.007 0.047
2 0.001 0.005 0.002 0.002 0.602 0.638 0.002 0.001 0.127
3 0.000 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.332 0.409 0.000 0.000 0.055
4 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.397 0.430 0.000 0.000 0.020
5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.049 0.067 0.000 0.000 0.006
6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.016 0.013 0.000 0.000 0.001
7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.006 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.007
8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.010 0.013 0.000 0.000 0.001
9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.006 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.001
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.000
11 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000
12 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
24Table 9: Proportion of individual models with higher relative RMSE for Out-of-Sample
CPI Forecasts using ARX(2) Models (Period: 1997Q2-2004Q1)
Horizon BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA AV 1 Factor 5 Factors
1 0.810 0.793 0.793 0.793 0.810 0.793 0.207 0.276
2 0.828 0.793 0.793 0.759 0.759 0.793 0.155 0.810
3 0.897 0.845 0.845 0.931 0.931 0.828 0.155 0.931
4 0.879 0.828 0.810 0.345 0.345 0.810 0.103 0.862
5 0.862 0.793 0.793 0.155 0.155 0.793 0.103 0.793
6 0.845 0.776 0.776 0.328 0.328 0.776 0.052 0.776
7 0.793 0.759 0.759 0.724 0.724 0.759 0.034 0.759
8 0.776 0.759 0.759 0.828 0.828 0.759 0.034 0.759
9 0.793 0.759 0.759 0.931 0.931 0.759 0.017 0.810
10 0.793 0.759 0.759 0.966 0.966 0.741 0.017 0.810
11 0.776 0.724 0.724 0.966 0.966 0.724 0.017 0.810
12 0.741 0.741 0.741 0.983 0.983 0.741 0.017 0.845
Table 10: Proportion of Periods in which model has smaller absolute forecast error than
AR model for Out-of-Sample CPI Forecasts using ARX(2) Models (Period: 1997Q2-
2004Q1)
Horizon BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA AV 1 Factor 5 Factors
1 0.469 0.500 0.500 0.594 0.594 0.500 0.375 0.469
2 0.625 0.688 0.688 0.531 0.531 0.656 0.219 0.563
3 0.719 0.813 0.813 0.719 0.719 0.781 0.406 0.594
4 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.531 0.531 0.750 0.313 0.719
5 0.719 0.750 0.750 0.594 0.594 0.750 0.281 0.625
6 0.781 0.781 0.781 0.594 0.594 0.781 0.219 0.594
7 0.781 0.813 0.781 0.719 0.719 0.813 0.063 0.625
8 0.813 0.844 0.844 0.750 0.750 0.844 0.063 0.688
9 0.875 0.875 0.875 0.844 0.844 0.875 0.125 0.688
10 0.938 0.906 0.906 0.906 0.906 0.906 0.063 0.719
11 0.969 0.938 0.938 0.906 0.906 0.938 0.094 0.750
12 0.969 0.938 0.906 0.969 0.969 0.906 0.219 0.813
Table 11: Individual Variables with Top 10 Average Weights in BMA and AITMA Model
Averaging using ARX(2) Models (Period: 1997Q2-2004Q1)
BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA
Variable Weight Variable Weight Variable Weight Variable Weight Weight Variable
AR 0.161 AR 0.044 AR 0.024 S21 0.553 S21 0.552
S21 0.074 S21 0.025 S21 0.019 S11 0.152 S11 0.151
S11 0.050 S11 0.023 S11 0.018 S24 0.079 S24 0.078
S45 0.042 S45 0.021 S45 0.018 S45 0.068 S45 0.067
S44 0.034 S9 0.020 S9 0.018 S28 0.045 S28 0.045
S9 0.029 S44 0.020 S44 0.018 S44 0.038 S44 0.037
S10 0.025 S10 0.020 S10 0.018 S8 0.016 S8 0.014
S28 0.024 S28 0.020 S28 0.018 S23 0.013 S23 0.013
S23 0.023 S18 0.019 S18 0.018 S10 0.005 AR 0.007
S18 0.020 S19 0.018 S19 0.017 S34 0.004 S10 0.005
25Table 12: Relative RMSE of Out-of-Sample CPI Forecasts using ARX(k) Models (Period:
1997Q2-2004Q1)
Horizon BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA AV 1 Factor 5 Factors
1 1:128¤ 1.026 1.001 0.946 1.068 0.992 0.939 0.969
2 0.948 0:963¤ 0:964¤ 0:773¤ 0:831¤ 0:964¤ 0.974 0:808¤
3 0:871¤ 0:960¤ 0:966¤ 0:705¤ 0:705¤ 0:966¤ 1:023¤ 0:840¤
4 0.995 0.980 0:972¤ 0.849 0.893 0:966¤ 1:074¤ 0.906
5 0:821¤ 0:915¤ 0:931¤ 0.924 0.932 0:934¤ 1.080 0.839
6 0.879 0.928 0.937 0.858 0.868 0.939 1:151¤ 0.910
7 0:818¤ 0:911¤ 0:928¤ 0.797 0.794 0:934¤ 1:213¤ 0.889
8 0:822¤ 0:906¤ 0.923 0.718 0.718 0.928 1:175¤ 0:853¤
9 0.867 0.925 0.935 0:706¤ 0:706¤ 0.938 1:176¤ 0:854¤
10 0.919 0:943¤ 0:948¤ 0:694¤ 0:694¤ 0:949¤ 1:160¤ 0:840¤
11 0:924¤ 0:940¤ 0.944 0:689¤ 0:689¤ 0.946 1:145¤ 0:840¤
12 0:930¤ 0:942¤ 0:944¤ 0:684¤ 0:683¤ 0:945¤ 1:126¤ 0:836¤
* 10% rejection of Diebold-Mariano test that the forecast di®ers from the benchmark
bold indicates best forecast in row
Table 13: Probability values of forecast density KS tests for Out-of-Sample CPI Forecasts
using ARX(k) Models (Period: 1997Q2-2004Q1)
Horizon AR BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA AV 1 Factor 5 Factors
1 0.002 0.003 0.006 0.006 0.129 0.052 0.005 0.015 0.697
2 0.000 0.003 0.001 0.000 0.226 0.239 0.000 0.004 0.570
3 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.249 0.168 0.000 0.000 0.174
4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.320 0.273 0.000 0.000 0.085
5 0.000 0.007 0.000 0.000 0.836 0.874 0.000 0.000 0.018
6 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.456 0.453 0.000 0.000 0.040
7 0.000 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.224 0.138 0.000 0.000 0.078
8 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.016 0.009 0.000 0.000 0.013
9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.012 0.008 0.000 0.000 0.007
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.007 0.000 0.000 0.002
11 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.009 0.000 0.000 0.002
12 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.003
26Table 14: Proportion of individual models with higher relative RMSE for Out-of-Sample
CPI Forecasts using ARX(k) Models (Period: 1997Q2-2004Q1)
Horizon BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA AV 1 Factor 5 Factors
1 0.138 0.414 0.672 0.897 0.241 0.759 0.914 0.879
2 0.828 0.776 0.776 0.948 0.931 0.776 0.690 0.931
3 0.931 0.845 0.845 0.948 0.948 0.845 0.259 0.931
4 0.690 0.707 0.759 0.931 0.879 0.776 0.172 0.879
5 0.914 0.793 0.793 0.793 0.793 0.776 0.155 0.897
6 0.862 0.793 0.793 0.862 0.862 0.793 0.121 0.828
7 0.879 0.776 0.759 0.914 0.914 0.759 0.052 0.828
8 0.862 0.793 0.759 0.931 0.931 0.759 0.052 0.845
9 0.845 0.776 0.776 0.983 0.983 0.776 0.034 0.845
10 0.810 0.793 0.793 0.983 0.983 0.776 0.017 0.897
11 0.776 0.759 0.759 0.983 0.983 0.759 0.017 0.897
12 0.776 0.776 0.776 0.983 0.983 0.776 0.017 0.897
Table 15: Proportion of Periods in which model has smaller absolute forecast error than
AR model for Out-of-Sample CPI Forecasts using ARX(k) Models (Period: 1997Q2-
2004Q1)
Horizon BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA AV 1 Factor 5 Factors
1 0.375 0.406 0.438 0.563 0.313 0.531 0.625 0.406
2 0.594 0.719 0.750 0.656 0.656 0.719 0.656 0.719
3 0.688 0.750 0.688 0.688 0.688 0.750 0.406 0.656
4 0.531 0.531 0.531 0.750 0.688 0.594 0.344 0.469
5 0.688 0.750 0.750 0.719 0.719 0.781 0.406 0.656
6 0.656 0.688 0.688 0.719 0.719 0.719 0.281 0.563
7 0.656 0.750 0.750 0.719 0.719 0.781 0.313 0.594
8 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.781 0.781 0.781 0.313 0.656
9 0.813 0.781 0.813 0.844 0.844 0.813 0.281 0.656
10 0.906 0.844 0.844 0.875 0.875 0.844 0.250 0.719
11 0.938 0.875 0.875 0.906 0.906 0.875 0.250 0.781
12 0.938 0.906 0.906 0.938 0.938 0.906 0.281 0.844
Table 16: Individual Variables with Top 10 Average Weights in BMA and AITMA Model
Averaging using ARX(k) Models (Period: 1997Q2-2004Q1)
BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA
Variable Weight Variable Weight Variable Weight Variable Weight Weight Variable
S21 0.126 S21 0.031 S21 0.021 S21 0.704 S21 0.695
S23 0.064 S23 0.027 AR 0.020 S45 0.115 S45 0.108
S45 0.050 S9 0.026 S23 0.020 S44 0.070 S44 0.065
S9 0.046 S10 0.025 S9 0.019 S23 0.036 S23 0.054
S10 0.046 AR 0.025 S10 0.019 S34 0.018 S11 0.020
S44 0.042 S45 0.023 S22 0.019 S15 0.016 S15 0.014
S11 0.039 S11 0.023 S11 0.019 S46 0.006 S34 0.011
AR 0.036 S22 0.023 S45 0.019 S11 0.006 S46 0.005
S22 0.032 S44 0.022 S19 0.019 S47 0.006 S10 0.005
S19 0.024 S19 0.022 S44 0.018 S10 0.005 S47 0.005
27Table 17: Relative RMSE of Out-of-Sample CPI Forecasts using ARX(1) Models (Period:
1990Q2-1997Q1)
Horizon BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA AV 1 Factor 5 Factors
1 0:965¤ 0:970¤ 0:970¤ 0.925 0.926 0:970¤ 1.009 1.031
2 0:921¤ 0:946¤ 0:948¤ 0:831¤ 0:831¤ 0:949¤ 0.978 1.012
3 0:892¤ 0:930¤ 0:934¤ 0.790 0.790 0:935¤ 0.975 0.929
4 0:870¤ 0:920¤ 0:927¤ 0.758 0.758 0:929¤ 0.950 0.970
5 0:846¤ 0:905¤ 0:913¤ 0:691¤ 0:691¤ 0:916¤ 0:898¤ 0.919
6 0:827¤ 0:890¤ 0:899¤ 0:674¤ 0:675¤ 0:902¤ 0:836¤ 0.829
7 0:822¤ 0:882¤ 0:892¤ 0:658¤ 0:658¤ 0:895¤ 0:763¤ 0.797
8 0.843 0.891 0.899 0.656 0.656 0.901 0.752 0.828
9 0.872 0.904 0.909 0.756 0.756 0.911 0.773 0:817¤
10 0.902 0.922 0.925 0.823 0.823 0.927 0.835 0.892
11 0.914 0.928 0.931 0.882 0.882 0.932 0.864 0:893¤
12 0.926 0.936 0.938 0.928 0.928 0.939 0.868 0.908
* 10% rejection of Diebold-Mariano test that the forecast di®ers from the benchmark
bold indicates best forecast in row
Table 18: Probability values of forecast density KS tests for Out-of-Sample CPI Forecasts
using ARX(1) Models (Period: 1990Q2-1997Q1)
Horizon AR BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA AV 1 Factor 5 Factors
1 0.885 1.000 0.997 0.998 0.907 0.913 0.999 0.999 0.570
2 0.646 0.995 0.985 0.989 0.551 0.668 0.983 0.668 0.660
3 0.066 0.188 0.124 0.114 0.673 0.716 0.105 0.301 0.137
4 0.029 0.159 0.070 0.060 0.670 0.670 0.055 0.063 0.242
5 0.012 0.012 0.008 0.008 0.226 0.161 0.010 0.032 0.071
6 0.021 0.009 0.007 0.006 0.194 0.143 0.007 0.041 0.035
7 0.009 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.075 0.082 0.006 0.015 0.020
8 0.010 0.006 0.005 0.005 0.115 0.106 0.006 0.015 0.010
9 0.003 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.010 0.011 0.004 0.001 0.011
10 0.009 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.117 0.149 0.005 0.090 0.019
11 0.010 0.006 0.005 0.004 0.286 0.311 0.004 0.005 0.067
12 0.007 0.007 0.006 0.006 0.018 0.018 0.006 0.015 0.167
28Table 19: Proportion of individual models with higher relative RMSE for Out-of-Sample
CPI Forecasts using ARX(1) Models (Period: 1990Q2-1997Q1)
Horizon BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA AV 1 Factor 5 Factors
1 0.862 0.862 0.862 0.914 0.914 0.862 0.483 0.121
2 0.862 0.828 0.828 0.983 0.983 0.828 0.776 0.345
3 0.862 0.828 0.828 0.966 0.966 0.810 0.741 0.828
4 0.879 0.793 0.793 0.966 0.966 0.776 0.759 0.707
5 0.862 0.776 0.776 0.983 0.983 0.776 0.776 0.759
6 0.879 0.776 0.776 1.000 1.000 0.759 0.879 0.879
7 0.879 0.793 0.776 1.000 1.000 0.776 0.914 0.897
8 0.862 0.810 0.810 1.000 1.000 0.810 0.931 0.879
9 0.862 0.845 0.845 0.948 0.948 0.845 0.931 0.914
10 0.897 0.862 0.845 0.948 0.948 0.845 0.931 0.897
11 0.862 0.828 0.828 0.914 0.914 0.828 0.948 0.914
12 0.845 0.810 0.810 0.845 0.845 0.810 0.966 0.897
Table 20: Proportion of Periods in which model has smaller absolute forecast error than
AR model for Out-of-Sample CPI Forecasts using ARX(1) Models (Period: 1990Q2-
1997Q1)
Horizon BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA AV 1 Factor 5 Factors
1 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.719 0.719 0.750 0.594 0.563
2 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.719 0.719 0.750 0.594 0.531
3 0.813 0.844 0.844 0.719 0.719 0.813 0.625 0.625
4 0.875 0.875 0.844 0.750 0.750 0.844 0.656 0.594
5 0.875 0.906 0.906 0.813 0.813 0.906 0.719 0.563
6 0.906 0.875 0.875 0.813 0.813 0.875 0.750 0.656
7 0.813 0.844 0.844 0.813 0.813 0.844 0.781 0.656
8 0.781 0.781 0.781 0.813 0.813 0.781 0.719 0.531
9 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.719 0.719 0.750 0.750 0.563
10 0.813 0.813 0.813 0.750 0.750 0.813 0.719 0.625
11 0.781 0.781 0.781 0.719 0.719 0.781 0.688 0.719
12 0.781 0.781 0.781 0.781 0.781 0.781 0.656 0.719
Table 21: Individual Variables with Top 10 Average Weights in BMA and AITMA Model
Averaging using ARX(1) Models (Period: 1990Q2-1997Q1)
BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA
Variable Weight Variable Weight Variable Weight Variable Weight Weight Variable
AR 0.058 AR 0.028 AR 0.020 S23 0.174 S23 0.174
S23 0.035 S23 0.019 S23 0.017 S21 0.149 S21 0.149
S11 0.032 S21 0.019 S21 0.017 S11 0.107 S11 0.107
S12 0.030 S11 0.019 S22 0.017 S12 0.102 S12 0.102
S22 0.030 S22 0.019 S11 0.017 S13 0.071 S13 0.071
S13 0.030 S12 0.019 S12 0.017 S22 0.069 S22 0.069
S21 0.030 S13 0.019 S13 0.017 S10 0.065 S10 0.065
S15 0.021 S15 0.018 S15 0.017 S44 0.031 S44 0.031
S10 0.021 S10 0.018 S10 0.017 S58 0.027 S58 0.027
S9 0.019 S9 0.018 S9 0.017 S9 0.025 S9 0.025
29Table 22: Relative RMSE of Out-of-Sample CPI Forecasts using ARX(2) Models (Period:
1990Q2-1997Q1)
Horizon BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA AV 1 Factor 5 Factors
1 0:985¤ 0:983¤ 0:982¤ 0.996 0.996 0:982¤ 0.979 1.101
2 0:952¤ 0:960¤ 0:961¤ 0.933 0.933 0:961¤ 0.999 1.075
3 0:920¤ 0:936¤ 0:938¤ 0.892 0.892 0:939¤ 0.951 1.089
4 0:881¤ 0:918¤ 0:924¤ 0:739¤ 0:739¤ 0:926¤ 0.905 1.114
5 0:851¤ 0:896¤ 0:904¤ 0:666¤ 0:666¤ 0:906¤ 0:836¤ 0.997
6 0:836¤ 0.879 0.887 0.635 0.635 0.890 0:751¤ 0.910
7 0:841¤ 0:876¤ 0:883¤ 0.663 0.663 0:886¤ 0.730 0.909
8 0:860¤ 0:880¤ 0:886¤ 0:722¤ 0:722¤ 0.888 0.749 0.897
9 0.888 0.897 0.901 0.800 0.800 0.902 0.804 0.935
10 0.902 0.907 0.909 0.867 0.867 0.911 0.866 0.923
11 0.905 0.908 0.911 0:875¤ 0:875¤ 0.912 0.879 0.901
12 0.921 0.920 0.922 0.867 0.867 0.922 0.897 0.965
* 10% rejection of Diebold-Mariano test that the forecast di®ers from the benchmark
bold indicates best forecast in row
Table 23: Probability values of forecast density KS tests for Out-of-Sample CPI Forecasts
using ARX(2) Models (Period: 1990Q2-1997Q1)
Horizon AR BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA AV 1 Factor 5 Factors
1 0.990 0.997 1.000 1.000 0.986 0.996 1.000 0.807 0.631
2 0.484 0.687 0.745 0.773 0.422 0.397 0.764 0.549 0.029
3 0.062 0.286 0.124 0.102 0.181 0.123 0.102 0.027 0.049
4 0.035 0.065 0.053 0.052 0.034 0.038 0.056 0.148 0.016
5 0.018 0.012 0.008 0.009 0.023 0.033 0.010 0.122 0.004
6 0.006 0.008 0.009 0.008 0.122 0.129 0.007 0.126 0.001
7 0.012 0.010 0.008 0.008 0.229 0.229 0.007 0.033 0.000
8 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.216 0.200 0.004 0.004 0.005
9 0.010 0.026 0.007 0.007 0.136 0.057 0.006 0.001 0.009
10 0.009 0.022 0.018 0.015 0.118 0.103 0.015 0.033 0.007
11 0.005 0.008 0.007 0.006 0.098 0.135 0.006 0.001 0.020
12 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.053 0.044 0.002 0.009 0.002
30Table 24: Proportion of individual models with higher relative RMSE for Out-of-Sample
CPI Forecasts using ARX(2) Models (Period: 1990Q2-1997Q1)
Horizon BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA AV 1 Factor 5 Factors
1 0.810 0.828 0.828 0.690 0.690 0.828 0.862 0.000
2 0.862 0.862 0.845 0.862 0.862 0.845 0.690 0.086
3 0.845 0.845 0.828 0.862 0.862 0.828 0.810 0.017
4 0.845 0.793 0.776 0.966 0.966 0.776 0.828 0.000
5 0.845 0.776 0.759 0.983 0.983 0.759 0.862 0.552
6 0.845 0.793 0.759 0.983 0.983 0.759 0.948 0.724
7 0.828 0.793 0.759 0.983 0.983 0.759 0.931 0.707
8 0.810 0.793 0.776 0.948 0.948 0.759 0.931 0.759
9 0.810 0.793 0.759 0.931 0.931 0.759 0.931 0.707
10 0.828 0.810 0.793 0.879 0.879 0.793 0.879 0.759
11 0.828 0.828 0.828 0.897 0.897 0.828 0.879 0.862
12 0.862 0.862 0.862 0.931 0.931 0.862 0.897 0.724
Table 25: Proportion of Periods in which model has smaller absolute forecast error than
AR model for Out-of-Sample CPI Forecasts using ARX(2) Models (Period: 1990Q2-
1997Q1)
Horizon BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA AV 1 Factor 5 Factors
1 0.656 0.688 0.688 0.469 0.469 0.688 0.563 0.438
2 0.750 0.750 0.781 0.656 0.656 0.781 0.531 0.469
3 0.750 0.813 0.813 0.688 0.688 0.813 0.500 0.531
4 0.875 0.938 0.938 0.750 0.750 0.938 0.594 0.500
5 0.906 0.906 0.875 0.781 0.781 0.875 0.625 0.594
6 0.813 0.844 0.844 0.781 0.781 0.875 0.719 0.563
7 0.844 0.844 0.844 0.813 0.813 0.844 0.688 0.563
8 0.781 0.781 0.781 0.688 0.688 0.781 0.750 0.625
9 0.781 0.813 0.813 0.688 0.688 0.813 0.750 0.563
10 0.813 0.813 0.813 0.719 0.719 0.813 0.750 0.594
11 0.781 0.781 0.781 0.750 0.750 0.781 0.688 0.781
12 0.844 0.813 0.781 0.813 0.813 0.781 0.688 0.844
Table 26: Individual Variables with Top 10 Average Weights in BMA and AITMA Model
Averaging using ARX(2) Models (Period: 1990Q2-1997Q1)
BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA
Variable Weight Variable Weight Variable Weight Variable Weight Weight Variable
AR 0.212 AR 0.047 AR 0.025 S11 0.239 S11 0.239
S11 0.031 S11 0.019 S11 0.017 S23 0.123 S23 0.122
S23 0.026 S23 0.018 S23 0.017 S21 0.093 S21 0.092
S12 0.025 S12 0.018 S13 0.017 S12 0.070 S12 0.070
S13 0.025 S13 0.018 S12 0.017 S22 0.068 S22 0.067
S21 0.022 S21 0.018 S21 0.017 S13 0.066 S13 0.065
S22 0.022 S22 0.018 S22 0.017 S10 0.046 S10 0.046
S15 0.020 S15 0.018 S15 0.017 S24 0.040 S24 0.040
S10 0.018 S10 0.018 S10 0.017 S58 0.040 S58 0.039
S9 0.016 S9 0.017 S9 0.017 S44 0.027 S44 0.027
31Table 27: Relative RMSE of Out-of-Sample CPI Forecasts using ARX(k) Models (Period:
1990Q2-1997Q1)
Horizon BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA AV 1 Factor 5 Factors
1 1.000 0.987 0.983 0.964 0.968 0.982 1.021 1.090
2 0.980 0.973 0.971 0.886 0.904 0.971 1.027 1.137
3 0:871¤ 0:922¤ 0:935¤ 0.817 0.819 0:941¤ 0.982 1.017
4 0:837¤ 0:898¤ 0:916¤ 0:746¤ 0:743¤ 0:924¤ 0.956 0.982
5 0:832¤ 0:888¤ 0:906¤ 0:699¤ 0:703¤ 0:914¤ 0:920¤ 0.937
6 0.811 0.877 0.900 0.695 0.695 0.912 0.887 0.866
7 0:770¤ 0.864 0.892 0:797¤ 0:717¤ 0.906 0.799 0.846
8 0:811¤ 0:876¤ 0.890 0:744¤ 0:707¤ 0.893 0.763 0.843
9 0:893¤ 0.914 0.912 0.781 0.758 0.906 0:782¤ 0.851
10 0:932¤ 0:935¤ 0.925 0:845¤ 0.825 0.913 0.829 0.886
11 0:955¤ 0.946 0.933 0:851¤ 0.882 0.919 0.892 0.919
12 0.955 0.952 0.943 0.935 0.939 0.932 0.885 0.927
* 10% rejection of Diebold-Mariano test that the forecast di®ers from the benchmark
bold indicates best forecast in row
Table 28: Probability values of forecast density KS tests for Out-of-Sample CPI Forecasts
using ARX(k) Models (Period: 1990Q2-1997Q1)
Horizon AR BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA AV 1 Factor 5 Factors
1 0.228 0.580 0.590 0.551 0.773 0.697 0.505 0.580 0.115
2 0.083 0.438 0.345 0.303 0.929 0.253 0.270 0.449 0.007
3 0.032 0.164 0.127 0.117 0.887 0.919 0.131 0.062 0.102
4 0.022 0.068 0.019 0.020 0.194 0.269 0.019 0.094 0.192
5 0.081 0.028 0.018 0.021 0.071 0.085 0.021 0.054 0.043
6 0.014 0.021 0.010 0.009 0.152 0.129 0.009 0.038 0.029
7 0.013 0.024 0.005 0.005 0.010 0.026 0.004 0.007 0.007
8 0.006 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.041 0.084 0.005 0.012 0.004
9 0.002 0.001 0.005 0.004 0.080 0.018 0.005 0.003 0.055
10 0.004 0.009 0.004 0.005 0.017 0.072 0.005 0.005 0.020
11 0.004 0.001 0.002 0.004 0.083 0.032 0.007 0.006 0.026
12 0.005 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.015 0.032 0.004 0.038 0.074
32Table 29: Proportion of individual models with higher relative RMSE for Out-of-Sample
CPI Forecasts using ARX(k) Models (Period: 1990Q2-1997Q1)
Horizon BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA AV 1 Factor 5 Factors
1 0.707 0.793 0.793 0.879 0.879 0.793 0.431 0.034
2 0.810 0.810 0.828 0.983 0.931 0.828 0.310 0.000
3 0.897 0.845 0.810 0.948 0.948 0.810 0.724 0.207
4 0.862 0.845 0.828 0.983 0.983 0.828 0.741 0.655
5 0.879 0.828 0.828 0.983 0.983 0.810 0.793 0.759
6 0.931 0.828 0.793 0.983 0.983 0.759 0.828 0.828
7 0.914 0.845 0.810 0.897 0.966 0.793 0.897 0.897
8 0.897 0.828 0.810 0.931 0.966 0.810 0.914 0.862
9 0.845 0.828 0.828 0.948 0.948 0.845 0.948 0.897
10 0.828 0.810 0.862 0.931 0.948 0.862 0.931 0.897
11 0.793 0.810 0.828 0.966 0.931 0.862 0.931 0.862
12 0.810 0.845 0.862 0.879 0.862 0.879 0.966 0.879
Table 30: Proportion of Periods in which model has smaller absolute forecast error than
AR model for Out-of-Sample CPI Forecasts using ARX(k) Models (Period: 1990Q2-
1997Q1)
Horizon BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA AV 1 Factor 5 Factors
1 0.656 0.719 0.688 0.688 0.563 0.688 0.563 0.469
2 0.719 0.688 0.688 0.656 0.719 0.688 0.531 0.438
3 0.781 0.750 0.781 0.781 0.750 0.781 0.594 0.531
4 0.875 0.813 0.844 0.688 0.719 0.906 0.656 0.563
5 0.688 0.719 0.781 0.688 0.688 0.844 0.594 0.531
6 0.781 0.781 0.813 0.594 0.625 0.813 0.531 0.625
7 0.844 0.875 0.906 0.656 0.688 0.906 0.563 0.719
8 0.844 0.844 0.844 0.688 0.688 0.844 0.656 0.656
9 0.688 0.688 0.719 0.625 0.656 0.750 0.750 0.656
10 0.781 0.813 0.813 0.719 0.656 0.813 0.688 0.656
11 0.781 0.781 0.781 0.781 0.781 0.781 0.594 0.688
12 0.656 0.719 0.719 0.625 0.656 0.719 0.625 0.719
Table 31: Individual Variables with Top 10 Average Weights in BMA and AITMA Model
Averaging using ARX(k) Models (Period: 1990Q2-1997Q1)
BMA(Á = 20) BMA(Á = 2) BMA(Á = 0:5) AITMA SITMA
Variable Weight Variable Weight Variable Weight Variable Weight Weight Variable
S11 0.063 S11 0.026 AR 0.020 S23 0.222 S23 0.209
S23 0.058 AR 0.026 S22 0.019 S12 0.090 S11 0.105
S22 0.052 S22 0.025 S11 0.019 S11 0.087 S12 0.088
S12 0.051 S23 0.025 S23 0.019 S21 0.076 S21 0.086
S13 0.050 S12 0.025 S12 0.019 S15 0.071 S22 0.071
AR 0.044 S13 0.025 S13 0.019 S13 0.062 S15 0.069
S21 0.038 S21 0.023 S21 0.019 S22 0.061 S13 0.063
S10 0.029 S14 0.021 S14 0.018 S58 0.048 S58 0.042
S14 0.027 S16 0.020 S19 0.018 S10 0.034 S10 0.040
S16 0.024 S10 0.020 S16 0.018 S44 0.025 S9 0.023
33Data Appendix
In this appendix, we provide a list of the series used in section 4 to forecast U.K. in°ation.
These series come from a data set which has been constructed to match the set used by
Stock and Watson (2002). In total, this data set has 131 series, comprising 20 output
series, 25 labour market series, 9 retail and trade series, 6 consumption series, 6 series
on housing starts, 12 series on inventories and sales, 8 series on orders, 7 stock price
series, 5 exchange rate series, 7 interest rate series and 6 monetary aggregates, 19 price
indices and an economic sentiment index. We retained the 58 series with at least 90
observations. For each series used in section 4 the list gives the FAME alias, a brief
description, seasonal adjustment (SA), the transformation applied to the series to ensure
stationarity and the ¯rst available observation. The transformations applied to the series
are: 1 = no transformation; 2 = ¯rst di®erence; 3 = second di®erence; 4 = logarithm; 5
= ¯rst di®erence of logarithm; 6 = second di®erence of logarithm. Series 3, 4, 5, 10, 11,
12, 13, 21 and 32 are derived series, described below. The series are grouped under 10
categories.
Series 1 to 8: Real output and income.
² S1: ABMI: Gross Domestic Product: chained volume measures: SA 5 Q1:1955
² S2: CKYY IOP: Manufacturing SA 5 Q1:1948
² S3: IOP: Durable Manufacturing SA 5 Q1:1948
² S4: IOP: Semi-durable Manufacturing SA 5 Q1:1948; constructed as CKZB (IOP: In-
dustry DB: Manuf of textile & textile products) plus CKZC (IOP: Industry DC:
Manuf of leather & leather products) plus CKZG (IOP: Industry DG: Manuf of
chemicals & man-made ¯bres) plus CKZH (IOP: Industry DH: Manuf of rubber &
plastic products)
² S5: IOP: Non-durable Manufacturing SA 5 Q1:1948; constructed as CKZA (IOP: In-
dustry DA: Manuf of food, drink & tobacco) plus CKZE (IOP: Industry DE:
Pulp/paper/printing/publishing industries) plus CKZF (IOP: Industry DF: Manuf
coke/petroleum prod/nuclear fuels)
² S6: CKYX IOP: Mining & quarrying SA 5 Q1:1948
34² S7: CKYZ IOP: Electricity, gas and water supply SA 5 Q1:1948
² S8: NRJR Real households disposable income SA 5 Q1:1955
Series 9 to 21: Employment and hours.
² S9: DYDC UK Workforce jobs: Total SA 5 Q2:1959
² S10: Employed, Nonagric. Industries SA 5 Q2:1978; constructed as DYDC (UK Work-
force jobs (SA) : Total) minus LOLI (UK Workforce jobs (SA): Total - A,B Agricul-
ture & ¯shing) minus LOMJ (UK Workforce jobs (SA): Total - G-Q Total services)
² S11: Employment Rate: All NSA 1 Q1:1971; concatenate MGRZ and MGRZ EXP (LFS:
In employment: UK: All: Aged 16), concatenate MGSL and MGSL EXP (LFS:
Population aged 16+: UK: All), then compute 1-MGRZ/MGSL
² S12: Employees on nonag. Payrolls: Total SA 5 Q2:1978; constructed as BCAJ (UK
Employee jobs: Total (SA)) minus YEHU (UK Employee jobs (SA): All jobs Agri-
culture,hunting,forestry & ¯shing)
² S13: Employees nonag. Payrolls: Total: private SA 5 Q2:1978; constructed as S12 minus
LOKS (UK Employee jobs (SA): Public admin. & defence)
² S14: YEJF Employee jobs: All jobs: Production Inds. SA 5 Q2:1978
² S15: YEHX Employee jobs: All jobs - Construction SA 5 Q2:1978
² S16: YEHW Employee jobs: All jobs { Manufacturing SA 5 Q2:1978
² S17: LOKL Employee jobs: Wholesale & retail trade SA 5 Q2:1978
² S18: YEIA Employee jobs: Banking, ¯nance & ins. SA 5 Q2:1978
² S19: YEID Employee jobs: Total services SA 5 Q2:1978
² S20: LOKS Employee jobs Public admin. & defence SA 5 Q2:1978
² S21: Avg. weekly hrs. prod. wkrs.: manuf. SA 1 Q1:1971; constructed from YBUS and
YBUS EXP (LFS: Total actual weekly hours worked (millions): UK: All), MGRZ
and MGRZ EXP (LFS: In employment: UK: All: Aged 16+ SA), as YBUS/MGRZ
35Series 22 to 23: Trades.
² S22: BOKI BOP: Balance: Total Trade in Goods SA 5 Q1:1955
² S23: ELBJ BOP: Balance: Manufactures SA 5 Q1:1970
Series 24 to 29: Consumption.
² S24: ABJR Household ¯nal consumption expenditure SA 5 Q1:1955
² S25: UTID Durable goods: Total SA 5 Q1:1964
² S26: UTIT Semi-durable goods: Total SA 5 Q1:1964
² S27: UTIL Non-durable goods: Total SA 5 Q1:1964
² S28: UTIP Services: Total SA 5 Q1:1964
² S29: TMMI Purchase of vehicles SA 5 Q1:1964
Series 30 to 35: Real inventories and inventories sales.
² S30: CDQN Change in Inventories: Manufacturing SA 5 Q4:1954
² S31: CDQZ Change in Inv: Manuf: Textiles & Leather SA 5 Q4:1954
² S32: Manuf & Trade Invent: Nondurable Goods SA 5 Q4:1954; constructed as CDQP
(Change in Inventories: Manufacturing: Fuels) plus CDQX (Change in Invento-
ries: Manufacturing: Food, Drink & Tobacco) plus CDQT (Change in Inventories:
Manufacturing: Chemicals)
² S33: FAJX Change in Inventories: Wholesale SA 5 Q1:1959
² S34: FBYN Change in Inventories: Retail SA 5 Q1:1955
² S35: FAPF Ratio for Mfg & Trade: Inventory/Output SA 2 Q1:1955
Series 36 to 38: Stock prices.
36² S36: FTALLSH PI FTSE All Share Price Index 5 Q1:1980
² S37: FTSE100 PI FTSE 100 5 Q1:1980
² S38: FTALLSH DY FTSE All Share Dividend Yield 1 Q1:1980
Series 39 to 43: Exchange rates.
² S39: A GBG Sterling - E®ective SA 5 Q1:1979
² S40: A ERS EURO / $ SA 5 Q1:1979; constructed from A DMS (MTH AVE - DEUTSCHEMARK
/$) and ¯xed conversion rate of 1.95583
² S41: A SFS SWISS FRANC /$ SA 5 Q1:1979
² S42: A JYS JAPANESE YEN /$ SA 5 Q1:1979
² S43: A USS UNITED STATES DOLLAR /$ SA 5 Q1:1979
Series 44 to 47: Interest rates.
² S44: Spread 6-months 1
² S45: Spread 1-year 1
² S46: Spread 5-years 1
² S47: Spread 10-years 1
Series 48 to 50: Monetary and quantity credit aggregates.
² S48: AUYN Money stock: M4 SA 6 Q2:1963
² S49: AVAE M0 wide monetary base SA 6 Q2:1969
² S50: AEFI BOE: reserves & other accounts outstanding NSA 6 Q1:1975
Series 51 to 57: Price indices.
37² S51: PLLU PPI: Output of manufactured products NSA 6 Q1:1974
² S52: LCPI Long Run CPI NSA 6 Q1:1975
² S53: ABJS Implicit Price De°ator: H'old ¯nal cons exp SA 6 Q1:1955
² S54: UTKT Durable goods: Total IDEF SA 6 Q1:1964
² S55: UTLB Semi-durable goods: Total IDEF SA 6 Q1:1964
² S56: UTKX Non-durable goods: Total IDEF SA 6 Q1:1964
² S57: UTKZ Services: Total IDEF SA 6 Q1:1964
Series 58: Surveys.
² S58: MORI MORI General Economic Optimism index SA 1 Q3:1979
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